MEMORIAL RECOGNITION POLICY

USA Shooting desires to offer the opportunity for friends and family to provide recognition for those of the USA shooting family who have passed on. To provide consistency and awareness of this opportunity the following policy is provided.

- USAS offers a formal memorial recognition program for deceased members of the USA Shooting family to be recognized by a memorial at the location of choice being either the International Shooting Park (ISP) or Olympic Shooting Center.

- ISP memorial design is a smaller standardized stone memorial determined by USAS not to exceed 8”x18” listing the honoree’s name and dates of life. Standard design provided by the Memorial Recognition Committee.

- All ISP memorials will be placed at an appropriate location determined by USAS.

- Existing ISP memorials will be replaced by the standard designed memorial at USAS expense and located in the designated area.

- Olympic Shooting Center memorials to be a plate type plaque on the 50 meter range firing line in the design currently in use for named firing points.

- There are no qualification criteria for a memorial. Any friend, family or group may initiate a memorial for the person to be recognized.

- The memorial fee is $5,000 paid in full in advance.

- The balance of a memorial contribution after monument expense may be designated to the Athletes’ Endowment or the USAS Range Improvement Fund.

- This document will be a standing USA Shooting policy. It will be made available from time to time in USA Shooting News and posted on the USAS website.